Media Kit

Self-Service Programmatic Video

Programmatic is now accessible
to brands big and small.
Brandzooka is a breakthrough marketing tool that’s created new opportunities for small
businesses and new capabilities for big brands. For the first time ever, Brandzooka’s
ground-breaking UI enables anyone, with any sized budget - to place programmatic video
across the biggest sites on the web.
For years, only big brands with long timelines and massive budgets had access to the best
online inventory. We think that’s ridiculous, so we built a tool to level the playing field. Now
with Brandzooka’s simple, self-serve platform, any company can tap into sophisticated
networks and platforms without the middlemen, tedious media timelines, or the enormous
costs. With Brandzooka, our client’s control their own media spend, placement, and targeting with ease and speed, resulting in performance that meets and regularly exceeds industry standards. Brandzooka then delivers full transparency and robust analytics, making it
easy to track each campaign.

Targeting

Reach

Results

We find our clients’ exact
customers wherever they
are online using
hyper-specific data.

With the most sophisticated
partners, we get any size
brand seen on the biggest
sites on the internet.

Real-time reporting &
MOAT-certified analytics
allow our clients to track
each campaign’s
performance.

Targeting

Find precise audiences with hyper-targeting

Demographics
Finding a client’s ideal consumer starts with basic demographics. Brandzooka taps into the
most sophisticated data partners to target scores of audience segments from household
income to credit score and relationship status to number of kids.

Behaviors & Psychographics
Consumers, of course, are more than basic demographic numbers. Targeting consumer
psychographics and behaviors help achieve additional relevance. Brandzooka’s algorithm
identifies people by what makes them who they are. We use details like purchase history,
political affiliation, magazine subscriptions, internet searches, social media, even favorite
music.

Geolocations
Funneling a campaign into a specific location gives it focus, and increases the relevancy of
creative work. With the Brandzooka platform, video delivery can be as narrow as a zipcode or
as broad as a nation. Brandzooka offers this level of targeting in over 120 countries worldwide.

Data Platforms
Bluekai
Experian
Nielsen
Datalogix
VisualDNA

Alliant

Eyeota

Dataline

Iri

Lotame

Neustar

iBeahavior

Colligent

Exelate

Webbula

Acxiom

Semasio

Targus

Infogroup

Crosspixel

Evite

V12

Crosspixel

AnalyticsIQ

Reach

Place video on the biggest sites in the world.
Brandzooka places hyper-targeted video at scale on the largest and most visited websites in
the world like CNN.com, ESPN, and Huffington Post. Through our partnerships with the leading
ad exchanges, ad networks, and publishers, Brandzooka provides access to 98% of
programmatic audiences worldwide. This access spans all verticals and we in turn, offer our
clients these placements at a fraction of the cost of most media buys. We work with the
biggest and best in the industry and now Brandzooka clients do too.

Results

Review transparent, straightforward reports
in real time
Brandzooka offers full transparency to each and every one of our clients along with third party
verification via Moat, Nielsen and others. Our dashboard provides real-time data across your
media analytics stack, while always comparing results to industry standards. Brandzooka is
the only programmatic platform that delivers this level of access, transparency, and
certification for every campaign. Our commitment is to provide our clients access to every line
of data created.
This level of analytics ensures our clients have complete control over their video marketing.
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